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Introduction {#s0001}
============

Pneumococcal conjugate vaccines and serotype replacement in nasopharyngeal carriage and in disease. Colonization of the nasopharynx (NP) by the pneumococcus, while perhaps occasioning local inflammation is not, in itself, a disease state. However, NP colonization is generally accepted as a precursor and prerequisite for virtually all pneumococcal disease,[@cit0001] as well as for the transmission of the pneumococcus to other individuals. A pneumococcal vaccine that substantially decreases colonization by vaccine serotypes (VT) could be expected to both decrease the risk of disease in the vaccinated individual and to provide herd protection to unvaccinated individuals. Conversely, vaccine-induced increases in non-vaccine serotype (NVT) colonization, referred to as \"replacement\" carriage, have the potential to lead to increased NVT disease in both vaccinated and unvaccinated populations.

Despite eliciting high levels of functionally-active anti-capsular antibodies, the 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine does not appear to show a significant impact on NP carriage.[@cit0001] Based on the experience with *Haemophilus influenzae* type b conjugate vaccines,[@cit0002] it was expected that the story would be different with pneumococcal conjugate vaccines (PCV).

There was thus considerable interest when, in July 1996, Stephen Obaro and colleagues at the Medical Research Council Laboratories in the Gambia published a short letter in *the Lancet* cautiously describing \"preliminary results\" from a small study in young children with an experimental 5-valent pneumococcal CRM~197~ PCV. Infants randomized to receive 2 or 3 doses of the PCV and then given a dose of the 23-valent polysaccharide vaccine at 18 months of age[@cit0003] were shown to have statistically significantly less VT colonization compared to the control group receiving only Hib vaccine. The investigators also noted that this decrease was \"countered\" by a commensurate rise in NVT colonization. In other words, they ended up with similar proportions of children in each group carrying any type of pneumococcus.

Experience with PCV7-CRM {#s0002}
========================

The Gambia findings emerged only 6 months after the start of the large clinical efficacy trial of a 7-valent CRM~197~ pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV7-CRM) involving 38,000 children in Northern California. At that time, some wondered whether there would be any net impact of the PCV on overall invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD). The results of that trial (55 vs 6 IPD cases of any type in the control and vaccinated groups,[@cit0004] respectively) suggested that replacement disease concerns had been overblown. In addition, the observation of a net vaccine impact on acute otitis media (AOM) and pneumonia[@cit0005] in the same study alleviated similar concerns about replacement in mucosal diseases. Around the same time, however, a Finnish AOM efficacy trial with PCV7-CRM that determined etiology via tympanocentesis-based diagnostic methods showed that the 56% decrease in VT AOM in vaccinees was accompanied by a 33% increase in NVT AOM that bordered on statistical significance (95% CI: -80 to 1).[@cit0006]

Taken together, these results indicated that the virtually complete replacement of VT by NVT at the level of the nasopharynx seen in the Gambia (and subsequently in other randomized studies with higher valent CRM~197~ PCVs)[@cit0001] did [not]{.ul} translate into complete disease replacement.

From a public health perspective, what really matters is what happened following PCV7-CRM introduction into infant immunization programs. In the US, this quickly led to a dramatic decrease in VT IPD both in the target age group as well as in older, non-vaccinated individuals, with an impressive net impact in all age groups. In children, for example, the net IPD decrease was on the order of 75%. At the same time, attention was increasingly focused on the seemingly inexorable rise of IPD in the US due to a single serotype not contained in PCV7-CRM, 19A. In absolute terms it rose 4--5-fold (from low levels) in young children in the years following introduction of PCV7-CRM, with a smaller rise in older age groups.[@cit0007] While there remains some debate as to the degree to which the 19A rise was driven by antibiotic selection, as opposed to vaccine alone,[@cit0008] there is little question that rises in disease caused by multiple NVT were consistently observed following implementation of PCV7-CRM programs and that in large part these were the consequence of serotype replacement at the level of the nasopharynx.[@cit0009]

A recent meta-analysis systematically assessed the impact of infant immunization programs with PCV7-CRM[@cit0010] on IPD in different age groups in industrialized settings. It found that the statistically significant decreases in VT IPD in young children were consistently accompanied by statistically significant increases in NVT IPD, nonetheless resulting in a sustained decrease in overall IPD of approximately 50%. The \"explanation\" for this sustained decrease in light of complete nasopharyngeal replacement lies in the concept of \"invasiveness,\" whereby colonizing NVT have been shown, on average, to be less likely to cause invasive disease per carriage episode than colonizing VT.[@cit0009] Accordingly, it has been proposed that we can quantitatively predict the net impact of a PCV on IPD in children in a given setting using only 2 parameters from the pre-PCV era: the proportion of NP colonizers with VT,[@cit0011] and the proportion of IPD due to VT.[@cit0012] Logically, it has been proposed that future PCV formulations should preferentially include highly invasive NVT.

In the meta-analysis by Feikin et al, the replacement disease story appeared more complex for older adults \>50 y of age, with the increase in NVT IPD, on average, fully \"countering\" the decrease in VT for most of the follow-up years. More precisely, no statistically significant decrease in overall IPD in 50--64 y olds nor in \>65 y olds was detected in any of the first 6 years post-introduction of PCV7-CRM; only in the 7th year was a small and significant decrease noted. As data from the 7th year analysis were derived from only a small subset of countries and statistically dominated by a single US study, it is difficult to understand the robustness and generalizability of this finding.[@cit0010] Curiously, the magnitude of the net effect observed in older adults after infant PCV7-CRM immunization appeared to be highly setting-specific, with the US for example reporting a 37% decrease in IPD in \>65,[@cit0007] the UK indicating they saw about half of that (19%),[@cit0013] while Quebec reported no net decrease at all.[@cit0014]

It is worth noting that a wide array of types was responsible for most NVT replacement in the older age groups, while in younger children in the same settings, the major NVT included 7F and 19A, potentially preventable by the higher-valent PCV formulations (see below).[@cit0007] This raises the question whether the broad spectrum of serotype invasiveness documented for young children is applicable to other populations, such as older adults or immunocompromised individuals. This topic is discussed more fully in Section 5.

Recent Experience with Higher-Valency Formulations {#s0003}
==================================================

This already dynamic situation is being further influenced by the recent substitution of PCV7-CRM by 2 extended conjugate vaccines, a 13-valent CRM~197~ conjugate (PCV13-CRM), and a 10-valent PCV in which 8 polysaccharides are conjugated to protein D of *H. influenzae*, and the other 2 conjugated to tetanus or diphtheria toxoids (PHiD-CV-10). Conjugate vaccine formulations containing more serotypes are under investigation.[@cit0015] Currently available and future formulations will likely protect against some of the more invasive serotypes (1, 5, 7F, 19A) not found in PCV7-CRM. As these serotypes are responsible for some of the site specific variation in the PCV effect in older adults, these vaccines might be expected to mitigate some of this variability in NVT disease rates, even if further NP replacement with NVT occurs.

To date, there have been 2 randomized NP carriage studies published that each compared one of the 2 new vaccines with PCV7-CRM, and each suggested that the overall NP carriage levels did not change with vaccination.[@cit0016] These indicate, not surprisingly, that non-vaccine type replacement at the NP level will continue to occur. Conclusions as to whether more subtle differences in the density, kinetics or magnitude of the VT, NVT, or vaccine-related type carriage impact exist between the 2 higher-valent vaccines will have to await the results of head-to-head trials currently underway.

Recent reports suggest that the pattern of replacement disease observed after PCV7-CRM may be continuing following introduction of PCV13-CRM and PHiD-CV-10. In young children the general pattern seems to be for a rise in NVT IPD that is much smaller than the drop in VT IPD, resulting in substantial net benefit. This is true in PCV7-CRM-naïve countries who introduced PHiD-CV-10 (Finland, Kenya, or Chile),[@cit0018] and in countries that had previously used PCV7-CRM and then introduced PHiD-CV-10 (New Zealand, the Netherlands)[@cit0021] or PCV13-CRM (France, UK, Denmark or South Africa).[@cit0023] Whether the magnitude of those NVT increases is similar in the different groups of countries will undoubtedly remain a topic for future study.

One exception may be pediatric meningitis. On the one hand, studies from the UK[@cit0077] and France[@cit0069] report net decreases in pneumococcal meningitis after switching from PCV7-CRM to PCV13-CRM; on the other hand a German study[@cit0027] suggests replacement is quite substantial, with the authors noting a statistically significant increase in non-PCV13-CRM types in children following the switch to PCV13-CRM, and a recent US report suggests no net impact (as of yet) on this disease manifestation.[@cit0028]

As observed with PCV7-CRM, the consequences of the rise in NVT IPD in older adults \>65 vary by setting. While a few countries using PCV13-CRM (Denmark, Norway, US or UK)[@cit0024] and PHiD-CV-10 (the Netherlands)[@cit0022] have reported 12--25% decreases in overall disease in this age group compared to the PCV7-CRM era, others using PCV-13-CRM (South Africa, France, Sweden, Germany)[@cit0023] or PHiD-CV-10 (Finland, New Zealand; Quebec)[@cit0014] report no net IPD decrease. NVT disease in this high incidence age group in the UK is also cause for concern. An increase was already evident in the 2013/14 season, in which an estimated 1461 cases of IPD occurred in this age group in comparison with 1134 in 2008--10; this converts to an incidence rate ratio of 1.25 (95% CI 1.17--1.35).[@cit0024] Data on the numbers of cases of IPD due to different classes of serotypes in different age groups are made available by Public Health England and show an increasing trajectory of NVT disease across multiple age groups. At the time of writing, this is continuing for data from 2015/16.[@cit0034]

One should exercise caution in drawing conclusions based on comparisons across settings, not only because vaccine programs, schedules, and coverage differ, and surveillance sensitivities may vary over time, but also because some studies,[@cit0024] but not others,[@cit0018] have relied on modeled trend analyses to quantify vaccine impact. What is clear, however, is that NVT replacement disease is widely observed in the era of the new conjugate vaccines, with especially significant consequences in the older age group. To better understand these consequences, and try to formulate predictions for the future, it is helpful to step back and consider how various factors, both at the serotype and at the population levels, could affect replacement carriage and disease.

Properties of Serotypes that Could Affect Replacement {#s0004}
=====================================================

We should start by admitting something a little embarrassing, which is that we don\'t have a good sense of why the pneumococcal capsule should be so antigenically diverse. Over 95 distinct serotypes are known, and it is likely that others await discovery. The reflexive answer that it is the consequence of diversifying selection by the immune system is unsatisfactory for several reasons. First, while prior disease with a given capsular type does offer protection against subsequent infection with that type, disease is an extremely rare event relative to carriage.

Secondly, while in theory carriage itself could be an immunizing (and therefore selecting) event, a study following children in daycare calculated the odds ratio for carriage of a given serogroup relative to carriage of the same serogroup in the past, with mixed results.[@cit0035] Clear evidence of protection was only available for 23F, while other serotypes showed non-significant trends, or no protection at all. However, considering the point estimates for the Odds Ratios, the great majority are less than one. Thus, taking these data together and considering what we know to be the plausible impact of mucosal immunity, it seems that carriage offers some protection against subsequent colonization, but it isn\'t clear whether this is sufficient selection to explain pneumococcal serotype diversity. The over 95 known pneumococcal serotypes should be contrasted with the relatively small amounts of capsular diversity associated with other encapsulated bacteria colonizing the nasopharynx like *H. influenzae* (6 serotypes, in addition to non-typeable strains), or *N. meningitidis* (12 serogroups).

Serotype diversity reflects differences in the structure of the underlying polysaccharide capsule, and the ability to stimulate adaptive immune responses is only one of the ways in which capsules differ. Serotypes also vary in the amount of capsule they produce, the number of carbon atoms in each repeat unit of the capsular polysaccharide[@cit0036] and the degree of negative charge associated with it.[@cit0037] Serotypes with fewer carbons per repeat unit are less energetically costly to produce, and are more heavily encapsulated and resistant to neutrophil killing. They are also typically found at higher prevalence.[@cit0036] The same is true of capsules with a higher negative charge, which is proposed to electrostatically repel phagocytic cells.[@cit0037] Furthermore, serotypes also show a varying capacity to cause invasive[@cit0038] (or other)[@cit0040] disease per episode of carriage, together with variation in the severity of that disease,[@cit0041] or association with specific manifestations like empyema.[@cit0044] These are all potentially important properties, and while almost certainly not the only factors determining prevalence, these correlations suggest that they are important and there are plausible biological mechanisms why they should be so.

For replacement, the most important thing is the degree to which any of the above characteristics affect the competition between vaccine and non-vaccine serotypes in the absence of vaccination. If there is no competition, then the removal of the vaccine types offers no benefit for the non-vaccine types. Whereas if there is competition, then the removal of vaccine types unlocks an ecological opportunity for the non-vaccine types and they are expected to replace the vaccine types in colonization

This is an ecological question, which we can address by considering the different niches to which serotypes are adapted. Here we mean niche in the ecological sense. In classic ecological theory the niche is defined as a notional hypervolume in resource space, in which an organism can persist and grow.[@cit0045] This is not to be confused with the usage of the \'anatomical niche\', which refers to the site of colonization and is closer to the ecological definition of \'habitat\'. Organisms with overlapping ecological niches compete with each other for resources, resulting in potentially complex interactions and dynamics.[@cit0046] However in the simplest case of 2 organisms that share exactly the same niche, then the frequency of each will be determined by random drift.

Dimensions of the niche as experienced by different serotypes might include many factors. Among them, we can suggest that host immunity, host networks, and the presence of other co-colonizing bacteria may be important. If serotypes have exactly the same niche the predictions of replacement are simple: the vaccine serotypes will disappear, and the population will restructure itself in a fashion similar to the pre-vaccine era. What this structure looks like can be described by the rank frequency distribution of serotypes, which is to say the proportion of carriage due to the most common serotype, followed by the second and so on.[@cit0047] Note that the identity of the serotypes does not matter in this case. Without niche structure, the nasopharyngeal serotype carriage distribution post vaccine should be similar to that pre vaccine, except with NVT taking the place of VT. Indeed this has been empirically observed.[@cit0047]

It was mentioned in an earlier section that if we can predict the post vaccine serotype distribution, this can be combined with data on the invasiveness of the replacing serotypes to estimate the net impact of different vaccine formulations including replacement.[@cit0011] However, such analyses rest on the very peculiar assumption that when 2 serotypes encounter each other in competition to colonize a host, the winner will be random. In other words there are no fitness differences and the population dynamics are, in a population genetic sense, neutral. In fact we can apply tests for neutrality to the rank frequency distribution observed in unvaccinated communities, and show it to be consistent with neutrality. In contrast, the flattening of this distribution in vaccinated communities, described in the previous report[@cit0047] is the signature effect of selection.[@cit0049]

Such competitive interactions are essential for replacement to happen. If two serotypes do not compete at all, being adapted to completely non-overlapping niches, then the removal of one will have no impact on the other. So the observation of replacement following PCV7 means we can be confident some competitive interactions exist. But it does not follow that all serotypes compete to an equal degree with one another. The amount of competition between serotypes is hence a crucial parameter, as it will determine the nature of the interactions between them, the resulting distribution and the potential for serotypes to coexist. Prior modeling work has examined this in the context of drug resistance,[@cit0051] but it is a concept that is also important for vaccination.[@cit0052] One obvious, almost trivial conclusion that we can draw from the observation of capsular diversity is that to maintain it there must be some niche variation, even if the nature of that variation is not obvious. What might it be and how might it impact replacement?

We know that serotypes vary in how likely they are to colonize hosts of different ages, to progress from colonization to disease, and in how common they are in different host populations. The US and Europe have been the focus of much work, but the serotypes found here can be quite different from those in carriage and disease elsewhere. This has been addressed by expanded vaccine formulations including serotypes such as 1 and 5, which are known to be especially common in many developing countries.[@cit0055] These are highly invasive serotypes,[@cit0038] and if they were not included in the vaccine we might worry that vaccination in places where they are already common would lead to a replacement-driven increase in their carriage, which will eventually lead to more disease. Indeed, a study of IPD across European countries using PCV7-CRM found serotype 1 to be among the most common.[@cit0056]

Before ascribing these rises to PCV7-CRM, it is important to consider that some serotypes, 1, 5 and 3 among them, are ecologically distinct. In the first place serotypes 1 and 5 are very rare and transient colonizers,[@cit0057] even when important contributors to disease -- and if they were in direct competition with the more common vaccine serotypes you would expect them to be driven to extinction by competitive exclusion. The serotype 1 ST 306 clone emerged rapidly in Sweden in the 5 years to 1997 (showing the prominence of this serotype in Europe),[@cit0058] but then rapidly declined,[@cit0059] suggesting possible epidemic dynamics. Similar observations were made in Chile.[@cit0060] Studies of IPD in Denmark aiming to unpack the impact of vaccine and natural cyclical fluctuations in disease prevalence found evidence for a roughly 7 year cycle in disease due to several different serotypes, notably 1, 3 and 19A.[@cit0025] The amplitude associated with the waves of serotype 1 was greater than the others, and that of serotype 19A was overwhelmed by the effect of vaccine. Once these fluctuations are accounted for, the apparent increase in serotype 1 can be ascribed to the natural dynamics of disease and not PCV7-CRM. (Similar fluctuations of serotype 3 have been seen in carriage in Massachusetts prior to vaccination with PCV13, although the numbers are too small to test formally; see Chang et al.[@cit0061] and references within.)

These observations suggest a role for the immune system in protecting against carriage. However we have not been able to directly study the impact of prior carriage on subsequent acquisition of serotypes 1, 3, or 5 because they are so rare in carriage. We don\'t know how many serotypes fall into this category, characterized by large fluctuations in disease incidence. However, we would not expect them to be major contributors to replacement because what limits them is not competition with other serotypes, but the resupply of susceptible hosts following waning immunity.

Part of pneumococcal biology ignored by the simplest models of serotype dynamics is multiple carriage, when more than one serotype colonizes a single host. This is common in nature. If some serotypes are more likely to co-colonize with each other, then targeting one of them through vaccination may have a negative, rather than positive, impact on the prevalence of the other. While multiple colonization has been known for some time, it has been hard to study simply because of the practical difficulty of the number of colonies that must be serotyped in order to confidently detect a minority serotype, as well as the lack of standardized sampling and detection techniques. As a result, the possibility that some serotypes positively impact the probability of colonization with the other is speculation. Molecular methods are beginning to shed light on this, with a microarray being used to study colonizing populations in Nepal and Malawi especially promising.[@cit0062] Metagenomic studies of the nasopharyngeal microbiome will be especially valuable in extending our understanding of multiple-colonization and its importance.

Finally we have discussed differences between serotypes here as if the population of each capsule type were homogeneous, but it is well known that this is not the case. Many serotypes are made up of multiple distantly related clones. While it is often assumed that the capsule is the predominant factor determining the properties of the strain, this reflects our state of ignorance rather than settled evidence that other loci are irrelevant. One possible example is the Zinc Metalloproteinase *ZmpC*, recently shown to be associated with increased severity of disease in multiple serotypes and genetic backgrounds.[@cit0064] Strains vary in many other properties, from the obvious (antibiotic resistance) to the subtle (adaptation to specific host populations or networks). These likely interact, and the observed serotype diversity may be the product of population level interactions between capsular and non-capsular antigens.[@cit0065]

In summary, the properties of serotypes that make them more or less likely to be prominent in replacement disease can be divided into 2 groups: those that affect replacement carriage, and those that affect disease. Success in carriage comes down to competition with other serotypes. The matrix of competitive interactions is unknown, but arises from properties of the capsule in addition to serology (such as negative charge) and other antigens. At present, serotype is considered the major factor in determining how likely a strain is to cause disease per carriage exposure, but others may await discovery.

Population Factors that Could Determine the Extent and Nature of Serotype Replacement Reported
==============================================================================================

We considered previously the differences in how individual non-vaccine serotypes might respond to vaccination, identifying the amount of competition with the vaccine serotypes as being a crucial factor. But what might produce differences between host populations in the course and consequences of serotype replacement?

The most obvious factor is the composition of the pneumococcal population before vaccination.[@cit0012] Making the simple assumption of high levels of competition among serotypes, then at the nasopharyngeal level we would expect the most common non-vaccine types to become more common still. This is, indeed, roughly what has been observed in multiple settings. But it falls short of offering much predictive value. The observation of considerable heterogenicity in the magnitude and even existence of a net herd effect for disease in older adults is not easily attributable to setting-specific differences in the pre-vaccine era serotype distribution, and indicates other factors are at play.

Regarding the host population, one obvious factor that could influence local dynamics is the volume of antibiotic use, which we would expect to select for any serotypes associated with resistance or diminished susceptibility. This effect will be mediated in 2 ways: both direct selection for resistant strains of non-vaccine serotype following vaccination, and the prevalence of resistance among NVTs in the population prior to vaccination. It will be hard to disentangle these effects if antibiotic use remains constant, but the consequence will be the same.

Populations may also vary in coverage, which vaccine is used, the schedule applied, and the presence or absence of a catch up program. We might expect that more immunogenic strategies would both be more associated with replacement, as a result of more effectively removing the vaccine serotypes. Countries differ in the use of 2 vs 3 primary doses of PCVs, with clear differences in immunogenicity at the end of the primary series, though the use of a booster dose may obscure any impact. For example, the US employs a 3 plus one-dose schedule (2, 4, 6 and 12--15 months), the UK uses a 2 plus one schedule (2, 4 and 12 months), but substantial VT herd effects have been documented in both, consistent with the comparable booster responses.

The most important practical feature of host populations that may affect replacement in the volume and nature of disease is the presence of vulnerable populations such as the immunocompromised, or other groups particularly susceptible to pneumococcal disease. Replacement in carriage in the pediatric population will alter the serotypes to which these populations are exposed. If the replacing serotypes retain the ability to cause disease in these vulnerable populations, and if these populations are sufficiently numerous, this will obviously lead to more replacement disease. In addition, the specific role of adults in transmission may vary a great deal among high and low burden settings, and may differ by serotype. In the US, children are considered to be responsible for the great majority of transmission, certainly of the types contained in PCV7-CRM. As noted previously, early data do suggest a VT herd benefit following PCV13 implementation in sites including the US, UK, Denmark and Israel,[@cit0024] implying children drive the majority of transmission of the additional PCV13 serotypes in these populations. Cumulative case counts of IPD, stratified by serotype and age, are made available by Public Health England and show the impressive reduction in PCV13 VT disease in all age groups.[@cit0067]

In high burden settings, where colonization of adults is more common, it is possible children are responsible for a smaller proportion of transmission. If this is so, it is predicted to limit the benefit of the herd effect that results from vaccinating children. Nonetheless, there is cause for optimism in the observation of a herd effect on overall colonization of mothers in both HIV positive and negative from a cohort study in South Africa,[@cit0068]and in the unvaccinated adults in Kenya.[@cit0069] However, we note that in both cases the prevalence of colonization in children was still higher than in adults, so they are expected to be responsible for the majority of transmission.

This returns us to one of the most important, yet little studied features of serotypes: how they might differ in their capacity to cause disease among different age groups. Almost all estimates of this have been based on data in children, so they may not be reliable guides among adults, and even less so among adults with co-morbidities or other risk factors including encroaching immunosenescence in the \>65 age group. If the replacing serotypes are more invasive than VT in certain adult populations, then this could lead to an increase in IPD in this population. Studies of the Aboriginal population in Western Australia following PCV7-CRM found that while IPD due to vaccine serotypes declined precipitately following vaccination among both children and adults, this was more than offset by the increase in NVT disease among adults. The overall incidence of IPD per 100,000 persons prior to PCV7-CRM was 44.6, and following vaccination 56.4.[@cit0070] Another population especially vulnerable to IPD is Alaska Natives. While the impact of PCV7-CRM vaccination on IPD among children of this population was rapid, the same time period saw no benefit among adults over 45 years of age, among whom the incidence of IPD (per 100,000 people, due to all serotypes) before vaccination was 57.9, and afterwards 75.7.[@cit0071]

The most recent data offer some cause for optimism in a small if far from significant reduction in overall IPD rates in Alaska Natives over 45 (90.9 -- 83.0/100,000 persons per year for 2005--2008 and 2010--2013 respectively. p = 0.482).[@cit0073] In contrast with the 2 cases above, HIV positive children have shown a reduction in pneumococcal carriage following PCV7-CRM vaccination.[@cit0074] The clinical significance of this remains mysterious at the time of writing, but taken together with the above it illustrates the importance of considering the impact of replacement on particular subpopulations, and the peril of making assumptions in the absence of data. Perhaps the most interesting and perplexing results have come from a cluster-randomized trial in the Gambia. A trial of this kind is expected to provide the maximum advantage to replacing serotypes (an individually randomized trial has less population level impact on the pneumococcal population) and yet no replacement has been observed in carriage despite long follow up.[@cit0075] The reasons for this are obscure, and it should be emphasized that this is the exception rather than the rule.

These studies demonstrate the capacity for vaccine impact in some specific patient populations to diverge from that in others. The reasons for these differences are not clear, but the populations in question are known to be more vulnerable than others to pneumococcal disease.

The phenomenon of serotype switching, in which the genes conferring serotype are transferred into different genetic backgrounds by recombination,[@cit0077] offers another way in which different populations might impact the replacement phenomenon. For example, in settings with higher frequencies of multiple carriage (for example sub-Saharan Africa), more opportunities for recombination are expected and this is supported by statistical genetic analyses.[@cit0078] If vaccine types and non-vaccine types coexist in the population for a time, as might be expected in the case where vaccine coverage was relatively low for instance, this produces more opportunity for serotype switching. Prior to PCV7-CRM much concern centered around the possibility that serotype switching could produce variants that would undermine the vaccine\'s success. But study of multiple cases of switching between vaccine and non-vaccine types using a molecular clock to date their origins has suggested that they were generated before vaccination, not since. On reflection this may be counted unsurprising, as vaccine types removed from the carriage population are by definition unable to participate in recombination. The importance of serotype switching is instead that which has taken place *prior* to vaccination.

In suggesting the likely consequences of vaccination we have the great benefit of having studied the impact of PCV7-CRM, but there are reasons for caution. First and most important PCV7-CRM has been studied in a limited number of settings, with little data from developing countries, and it may not be sensible to extrapolate our experience of these wholesale. In addition, the expanded conjugate formulations may not behave identically to PCV7-CRM. It is also important to note that in order to understand transmission, which underpins all genuine replacement, we must sample carriage. Unfortunately good carriage samples are notably scarce.

Most Prominent Disease-Causing Non-Vaccine Serotypes Reported after Introduction of Higher Valent Conjugates {#s0005}
============================================================================================================

We were interested in examining the relative importance of serotypes for which neither higher-valent vaccine has shown convincing evidence of clinical effectiveness. Therefore, on 15 July 2015 we searched the PubMED data base using as key words \"*Streptococcus pneumoniae* & serotype & disease.\" This resulted in 221 total hits. We augmented this by extracting serotype information from non-peer reviewed but publically available reports of various national and regional pneumococcal reference laboratories. We selected data sets only from countries reporting at least 2 years\' experience with one or both of the higher valent vaccines; where possible, we chose only the most recent 1--2 years. When multiple age groups were available from the same country, for children we selected \<2 or \<5 year olds only; for adults the preference was \>60 or \>65 years. In each case we only included those data sets that provided individual serotype-specific information from at least 50 pneumococcal isolates of any type in the age group examined during the surveillance period.

Which serotypes to focus on? Since the advent of PCVs, pneumococcal serotype studies have historically categorized serotypes into 3 categories: vaccine types (serotypes actually represented in the vaccine formulation), vaccine-related types (serotypes belonging to the same serogroups as those contained in the vaccine), and non-vaccine types (belonging to non-vaccine serogroups). However, the limits of this categorization became apparent with the publication of the first PCV7-CRM efficacy and effectiveness studies, when it was recognized that the heptavalent vaccine could provide good protection against one prominent vaccine-related type (6A) but not another (19A).[@cit0006] Accordingly, many investigators began \"including\" 6A in their calculations of PCV7-CRM VT coverage,[@cit0010] although it was not part of PCV7-CRM. More recent evidence indicates that, although 19A is not a true \"vaccine type\" included in PHiD-CV-10, that vaccine provides clinically relevant cross protection against that serotype in vaccinees.[@cit0022] Finally, the example of serotype 3 has revealed that mere inclusion of a serotype into a vaccine formulation was no guarantee of efficacy against that serotype, even in vaccinees.[@cit0016]

Thus the definitions of VT and NVT are complicated by several factors. In recognition of these complexities in nomenclature, and to use a common definition of \"non-vaccine types\" for both vaccines/settings, we limited our quantitative analysis to all serotypes NOT contained in PCV13-CRM, plus serotype 3, i.e., all but serotypes 1, 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7F, 9V, 14, 18C, 19A, 19F, 23F, and defined these are NVT. In recognition of its prominence in many post-PCV7-CRM settings, for each data set we also show where current levels of 19A would \"fit in.\"

As an indicator of the extent of vaccine penetration in the different settings, we calculated the percentage that NVT represented of all IPD in each age group during the surveillance period, with the assumption that the higher the number, the greater penetration with the PCV. This is admittedly an imperfect measure since the relative proportion of NVT will itself be a function of several factors, including PCV immunization coverage, time since introduction, whether catch-up programs were performed, as well as intrinsic vaccine effectiveness.

Tables 1 and 2 list those NVT representing at least 5% of the IPD or AOM in children caused by all NVT detected within each study in countries that had introduced PCV13-CRM ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) or PHiD-CV-10 (Table 2) in infant immunization programs. [Tables 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#t0004){ref-type="table"} depict the analogous information for PCV13-CRM and PHiD-CV-10, respectively, in older age groups. Although not a formal meta-analysis, several observations can be made. In most of the pediatric data sets 5--6 serogroups account for at least 50% of NVT, for IPD or for AOM. In contrast, only 2--3 serogroups had been responsible for 50% of VT in young children in the pre-PCV7-CRM era for either IPD or AOM.[@cit0083] In older children and adults, 4--5 serogroups generally comprise 50% of NVT for IPD, similar to the figure in the pre-PCV7-CRM era. Therefore, in all age groups a relatively broad range of NVT appears to be responsible for disease. Table 1.Young Children: Most Prominent IPD-Causing NVT in Countries that have Introduced PCV13-CRM into their Infant Immunization Program      Serotypes comprising at least 5% of all pediatric NVT (Rank)  Country and referenceYear(s) includedTotal \# of IsolatesDiseaseNVT as % of all IsolatesAge GroupS1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9S10S11Serotypes \<5% but with statistically significant increase\# serogroups needed for 50% NVT coverageUS^30^2012--13177IPD86%\<5**22F33F3835B*19A*15B15C323B12F**         1311109 88765  5UK^24^2013-14260IPD81%\<5**24F^\*^22F33F15A812F**             13109877      6France^23^2012201IPD80%\<2**24F^\*\*^12F^\*\*^15B15A*19A*22F**             2613108 7      4US^28^2011-1367mening78%\<19***19A*35B22F33F15C1023A23B15A6C3 **        1210108886666 6Israel^66^2012--13155IPD73%\<5**12F*19A*15B/C33F3**              36 1077       3France^90^2011-12154mening71%\<15**12F^\*\*^*19A*24F^\*\*^22F10A15A15B33F6C**          20 14997555   4Canada^91^2012244IPD68%\<5***19A*22F^\*^323B^\*^15C3811A15B**   **38^\*^**        151477655    6Argentina^92^2014104IPD66%\<2**2412F*19A*23B16F15B39N**           1713 97666    5Japan^93^201496IPD64%\<5***19A*15A24F15B10A15C22F23A**            2616131110105    3Belgium^89^2013176IPD64%\<5**12F24F*19A*33F10A**              1912 11[\>]{.ul}6       [\>]{.ul}5South Africa^26^2012369IPD58%\<2**8*19A*15B12F**               17 117        [\>]{.ul}6Australia^94^2012155IPD55%\<5***19A*22F333F35B15C23B10A15B6C**          131310999555  5US^85^2011119IPD55%\<18***19A*33F1136C15B23A101215C**          1298866555  7Spain^95^2011--1279IPD51%\<15**3*19A*22F11A15B12F25A**      (Madrid)     15 108855     6Taiwan^86^2014--15105IPD50%\<5***19A*15 non-B15B23A**                53119        1US^96^2013118AOM83%\<13***19A*35B323B15A2115B15C1631**          12129766665  6Israel^97^2012--1380AOM82%\<2**15B/C*19A*16F35B3**       ** **      10 997       [\>]{.ul}5France^98^2011152AOM54%\<17***19A*315A^\*\*^35B23A^\*\*^11A**              16121276      5[^1] Table 2.Young Children: Most Prominent Non-Vaccine Types (NVT) Causing IPD in Countries that Introduced PHiD-CV-10 into the Infant Immunization ProgramCountry and referenceYear(s) includedTotal \# of IsolatesDiseaseNVT as % of all IsolatesAge Group****Serotypes comprising at least 5% of all pediatric NVT (Rank)****Serotypes \<5% but with statistically significant increase****\# serogroups needed for 50% NVT coverage****S1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9S10S11S12**Countries that used PHiD-CV-10*** *             Netherlands^22^2011--1457IPD74%3-38 mo**10A*19A*33F15C22F812F**             38*** ***1410755      2Canada^33^201266IPD65%\<5***19A*310A3823A11A15A22F15C33F9N **  (Quebec)     *** ***1414129777555  5Brazil^99^2012110IPD54%\<2**3*19A*11A22F6C12F2024F**            22*** ***1085555     5New Zealand^21^2013--1489IPD46%\<5***19A*36C811A33F9N10A15B22F23B35**        *** ***29121077555555 3Chile^99^201290IPD46%\<2***19A*312F24F22F33F6C11A15B15C38**         *** ***151512101055555  4Finland^100^2013--1460IPD45%\<5***19A*322F15B23A**               *** ***3715117        2Colombia^101^201491IPD40%\<5***19A*311A16F15B815C**             *** ***22148886      4**Countries that used both PHiD-CV-10 and PCV13-CRM*** *             Germany^32^2013--14165IPD84%\<16**24F315C10A12F3833F*19A*15B**   **34^\*^**       11988666*** ***5    7Germany^27^2010--12194mening76%\<16**10A*19A*23B\*12F15C322F35B**            9*** ***987755     7Mexico^99^201260IPD28%\<2***19A*23B35B6C10A15B**              *** ***2418121212       3[^2] Table 3.Older Children and Adults: Most Prominent Non-Vaccine Types (NVT) Causing IPD in Countries that Introduced PCV13-CRM into the Infant Immunization Program**Country and referenceYear(s) includedTotal \# of IsolatesAge GroupNVT as % of all IsolatesSerotypes comprising at least 5% of all older children/adult NVT (Rank)Serotypes \<5% but with statistically significant increase\# serogroups needed for 50% NVT coverage**S1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9S10US^30^2012-13\>710\>65\>84%**22F36C23A35B*19A*11A16F**         252315111098   3UK^24^2013-142036\>6580%**8^\*^22F315A^\*^12F^\*^*19A*24F^\*^33F**  **10A^\*^**      141298755  ** **5Uruguay^99^201276[\>]{.ul}6078%**312F22F8**      ** **      2724128       2Canada^91^2012937[\>]{.ul}6570%**22F^\*^*19A*315A23A^\*^6C10A**   **23B^\*^**      19148875    5Ireland^102^2014261\>570%**22F15A^\*\*^38^\*\*^*19A*10A^\*\*^33F**          1211111165    4Taiwan^86^2014-15323\>65[\>]{.ul}67%**315 non-B*19A*23A**             25155       \>3Australia^94^2012524\>6567%***19A*36C22F15A11A**           19171387     4Spain^103^2012284all ages65%**3*19A*22F^\*^86C**       (Galicia)    251087      4Spain^104^2012-14206[\>]{.ul} 2064%**3*19A*11A22F^\*^23A23B6C15B35B**   (Mallorca)    1817966555  4Argentina^92^201471[\>]{.ul}6063%**38249N6C12F**           201111977     4Norway^29^2012607[\>]{.ul}562%**22F^\*\*^*19A*323B^\*\*^6C8**    **15A^\*\*^**      2313766     ** **5Spain^87^2010-13180[\>]{.ul} 562%**3*19A*6C^\*^†23A/23B22F89N15A^\*†^**   ** ** (Navarra)    2911109855   ** **3UK^105^2012-13927[\>]{.ul} 262%***19A*8^\*^322F15A^\*^12F33F^\*^3123A^\*^6C10A^\*^, 23B^\*^, 24F^\*^,38^\*^** (Oxford)    181412776555 ** **4Switzerland^88^2012703\>1655%**3^\*^*19A*22^\*^89 not 9V15^\*^** *** ***  **6C^\*^**      28121175    ** **3South Africa^26^2012126225-4448%***19A*12F839N16F1322F**         191096655   ** **5[^3] Table 4.Older Children and Adults: Most Prominent Non-Vaccine Types (NVT) Causing IPD in Countries that Introduced PHiD-CV-10 into the Infant Immunization Program**Country and referenceYear(s) includedTotal \# of IsolatesAge GroupNVT as % of all IsolatesSerotypes comprising at least 5% of all older child/adult NVT (Rank)Serotypes \<5% but with statistically significant increase\# serogroups needed for 50% NVT coverage**S1S2S3S4S5S6S7S8S9S10**Countries that used PHiD-CV-10**Canada^33^2012271[\>]{.ul} 564%**3*19A*22F15A9N33F6C11A12F**   (Quebec)    1714876555  4Brazil^99^2012230[\>]{.ul}6063%**312F20*19A*825A6C**          17137665    6Colombia^101^2014263\>1460%***19A*323A11A15A16F22F6C**         13988665   6Finland^100^2014355[\>]{.ul}6557%**322F*19A*15B9N**            302155      2New Zealand^21^2014416[\>]{.ul}557%***19A*22F36C89N163511A**        1614986665  5Chile^99^2012194[\>]{.ul}6055%**3*19A*11A22F12F38810A15B**        288765555  5Brazil^106^2011-12125all ages44%**312F811A*19A*20**           181515119     4**Countries that used both PCV13-CRM and PHiD-CV-10**Germany^32^2013-142062\>1579%**312F^\*^22F^\*^*19A*8^\*^9N^\*^24F^\*^10A^\*^15A^\*^23B^\*^6C^\*^, 12A^\*^, 16F^\*^ 35B^\*^**      191110765555 5Germany^27^2010-13444\>1571%**23B^\*^319A12F22F23A11A10A**    (meningitis)    131388655   6[^4]

A second observation is that in most countries serotype 19A remains a prominent cause of IPD in all age groups, both in PCV13-CRM and PHiD-CV-10 countries. This is not surprising, even for PCV13-CRM countries, as we know that the effects of PCVs on VT disease are dependent both on time since introduction and vaccination coverage,[@cit0010] and there is some indication that vaccine effectiveness against 19A may be a bit lower than that seen with most of the other serotypes.[@cit0084] Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to systematically assess changes in disease rates, we note that many of the individual studies with prominent 19A reported that these levels were decreasing after introduction of the higher valent vaccines.

Looking across all pediatric data sets, no single serogroup is consistently found among the top 3 or even 5 types ([Tables 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). Nonetheless, almost all IPD studies report 22F and/or 24F and/or serotype 15B/C among the top 3 NVT. A number of countries count serotype 3 or 33F as one of the larger NVTs, but they are absent from several other studies. This lack of consistency stands in contrast to the pre-PCV7-CRM era, when serotypes from 6, 14, 19, and often 1 were usually present among the top 5 types.[@cit0083]

In older children and adults, serotype 3 is almost always the 1^st^ or 2^nd^ NVT, a finding similar to that seen in the pre-PCV-CRM7 era (Tables 3 and 4).[@cit0083] With only a few exceptions, 22F is almost always within the top 3 or 4 NVT, something that was not true previously.

To facilitate comparisons of the specific NVTs in the younger and older age groups, we graphically depict in [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} the results restricted to those data sets from Tables 1 and 2 comprising only young children (\<2, 3--38 months, or \<5 years) or from those in Tables 3 and 4 comprising only older adults (\>60 or \>65 years). Based on this snapshot, on a global level some serotypes (10A, 15B, 15C, 23B, 24F, 33F and to a lesser extent 12F) appear more prominent in young children, while serotype 3 appears more important in older adults ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). From visual inspection, it is not obvious that the extent of vaccine penetration (assessed by % of all types represented by NVT) in a given setting is associated with a different proportion of any individual NVT ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), with one possible exception: higher serotype 3 levels in young children appear to be associated with lower vaccine penetration. This association, however, does not take into account regional or vaccine-specific variability. Figure 1.Most prominent NVT causing IPD in young children or older adults in countries that have introduced higher-valent PCVs. Y-axis: % each serotype represented of all NVT in that study. Upper panel (young children) includes the 18 data sets from combined Tables 1 and 2 comprising age ranges \<2 years, 3-38 months, or \<5 years.*Lower panel* (older adults) includes the 10 data sets from combined Tables 3 and 4 comprising age ranges \>60 years or \>65 years. Within each serotype grouping, the bars from left to right are in the same order as the studies in the combined tables, i.e., the left-most bar values represents the study with the highest proportion of NVT/all types, and the right-most the lowest. To accommodate as much information from the table as possible, for graphical purposes several serotyping assumptions were made. Panel A: Israel[@cit0066]: 15B/C=\>15B; US[@cit0087]: 10=\>10A; 11=\> 11A; 12=\>12F; Taiwan[@cit0088]:15 non-B=\>15A. Panel B: Spain[@cit0089]: 23A/B=\> 23A; NZ[@cit0021]: 16=\>16F; Switzerland[@cit0090]: 22=\>22F; 9 non 9V=\> 9N; 15=\>15A; Taiwan[@cit0088]: 15 non-B=\>15A. For graphical reasons, the Taiwan young children 15A and older children/adults serotype 3 values are only depicted up to 40%, and it was assumed that the number of 10A isolates from Belgium,[@cit0091] listed as [\>]{.ul}6, was 6. Note that a missing bar doesn\'t necessarily mean zero, just \<5% of NVT isolates. NVT was defined as all serotypes except 1,4,5,6A,6B,7F,9V,14,18C,19A,19F,23F.

PCV13-CRM and PHiD-CV-10 are not identical in immunogenicity nor impact on nasopharyngeal carriage, and these could potentially affect the replacement types seen.[@cit0079] [**Figure 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} provides a graphical representation of the most prominent NVT with a focus on young children data sets, extracted from Tables 1 and 2, and analyzed separated by vaccine. It is not obvious that any serotype plays a more prominent role in countries using one vaccine vs the other, with the possible exception of serotypes 3 and 11A that may comprise a greater proportion of NVT in the PHiD-CV-10 compared to the PCV13-CRM data sets. Focusing on serotype 3 and assuming this is not just a chance finding, it is unknown whether this reflects a modest vaccine effect of PCV13-CRM on serotype 3, less replacement by other NVT in the PHiD-CV-10 countries (and therefore proportionately higher serotype 3), or is independent of the specific vaccine and has more to do with the extent of vaccine penetration or previous geographical differences in serotype distribution. Figure 2.Most prominent NVT causing IPD in young children in countries that have introduced PCV13-CRM or PHiD-CV-10. Y axis: % each serotype represented of all NVT in that study. *Upper panel* (PCV13-CRM) includes the 11 data sets from Table 1, and *lower panel* (PHiD-CV-10) includes the 7 data sets from Table 2, which comprise age ranges \<2 years, 3--38 months, or \<5 years, and which used only PCV13-CRM or PHiD-CV-10. Values for each serotype represent % of all NVT IPD in each data set. Same bar ordering and serotype assumptions were made as in legend to [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}.

When we combine studies from both countries using either or both vaccines, retaining the focus specifically on young children, there may be some suggestion of a distinction in serotype distributions between studies from North America and Oceania on the one hand, and those from Europe on the other (Tables 1 and 2). In 4/5 of the North American/Oceania studies comprising only young children, 23B comprises \>5% of all NVT, but this was not observed in any of the 6 European studies (we also included the large German IPD study encompassing the broader age pediatric age group).

Conversely, 24F constitutes \>5% of NVT in 4/6 European studies and is, in fact, the most common NVT cause of IPD in Germany, France and the UK children. Yet 24F does not even feature among the top 7--9 NVT in any of the North American/Oceania studies. Interestingly, the most prominent serotype in one US study, Canada, and Australia (22F) does not feature among the NVT causing more than 5% of the NVT IPD in Germany nor in a second, hospital-based US study. In the absence of evidence of regional differences in clonal distribution for these types, we may tentatively describe replacement scenarios centered around 24F as being distinct from those centered around 23B or 22F. Whether these apparent differences hold true for other countries in the respective regions, or even persist beyond the time periods observed here, remain to be seen. We note that in contrast, we detected no obvious regional differences in NVT in older adults (Tables 3 and 4).

In a number of studies, 22F, along with 12F, 15A, and 23B, 24F were reported to be rising in recent years. In contrast, serotype 3 was reported to have statistically risen in only one study. Caution is appropriate in ascribing any of these changes to vaccine use, as periodic oscillations in disease independent of vaccine have been documented for many of these serotypes and for 12F in particular.[@cit0025] It will be important to determine whether the absolute numbers of cases of disease due to this and other serotypes remain higher than these historical oscillations.

Finally, although we didn\'t systematically search for antibiotic resistance data, a few studies reported such results. At least some isolates of each of the top serotypes listed in these tables were reported to have decreased susceptibility to penicillin, with the noteworthy exceptions being 2 of the most prominent types (3 and 22F), as well as serotype 8.

Conclusions {#s0006}
===========

Initially following the introduction of PCV7-CRM the existence and importance of serotype replacement was controversial. Because it is difficult to securely ascribe changes in the distribution of carriage serotypes to PCV introduction, rather than \'secular trends\' or other factors that would have happened in the absence of vaccine, researchers were wary of pointing to the vaccine as the cause. However, we now have experience of PCV7-CRM use in many different settings, as well as recent experience with the higher valent PCVs, and substantial serotype replacement in carriage is now undeniable (even if the specific causes of fluctuations in the frequency of individual serotypes remain difficult to assess). But replacement in carriage is acceptable if it does not lead to disease replacement to an extent that undermines the overall benefit of vaccination.

Replacement in disease depends on the serotypes involved, and their virulence in the population of interest. Fortunately, replacement disease in the pediatric population has been limited as a result of nasopharyngeal replacement with serotypes that have been, on average, less virulent than the VT they replaced in this population. However this is not necessarily the case for other age groups. Indeed, by removing vaccine serotypes that were adapted to colonization of children, we might create an opportunity for increased prevalence of other serotypes more capable of causing disease in adults. Consistent with this, invasive disease has not been consistently reduced among older adult populations following vaccination. In some cases, it has increased.

Can we predict the consequences of replacement? Only to a limited degree. It does appear that the most successful serotypes post vaccine at the NP level will be those NVTs that were most common pre vaccine, unsurprisingly. But we then run into the considerable uncertainty about the virulence of these serotypes, and how it might vary among different patient populations. The serotype snapshot provided here suggests that the diversity of the more important disease-causing types in young children is greater than that seen in the pre-conjugate era. This may reflect the progressive elimination, with the higher valent PCVs, of several of many of the most virulent serotypes. At the same time, immunocompromised populations, whether due to medical conditions, malnutrition, or immunosenescence, are likely more vulnerable to a broad diversity of types. Study-specific differences in the prominence of different serotypes, perhaps associated with different geographic regions, point to the complexity of selection pressures, the possibility that important determinants lay at the sub-serotype level, and our still limited understanding of serotype niches.

What can we learn by applying the principles we have discussed to the data shown in Tables 1 and 2? The first thing we note is the many-faceted nature of the phenomenon. In contrast with the rapid rise of 19A as a cause of pediatric IPD following PCV7-CRM use in a wide variety of settings, several different serotypes are involved here. The pneumococcus is fascinating in part because of its diversity, but that diversity makes it difficult to gain sufficient power to study this, as the numbers of each individual serotype may be quite small even in large samples.

That said, we can identify some common patterns. For example, certain NVT appear to be more prominent causes of disease in young children than in older adults, and there may be some regional differences as well. Regarding the latter, the study-specific differences in 24F and 23A/B disease are interesting, but we cannot say at this stage whether they merely reflect stochastic variation in the composition of the pre vaccine pneumococcal population in Europe in comparison with elsewhere. If some serotypes are actually fitter than others, and these NVT are among them, then the current variability will be temporary and in time surveillance will find different locations becoming more similar in terms of the serotypes causing disease. In addition, the observation that some isolates of most of the NVT noted here show diminished susceptibility to antimicrobials suggests that selection pressure from high antibiotic use will also favor the emergence of specific serotypes.

We also noted that serotype 3 is present in multiple studies and ages, especially in elderly adults, which might be in part due to relatively poor vaccine efficacy against this by PCV13-CRM.[@cit0084] If this is the case then any future reductions in serotype 3 disease should not be automatically ascribed to vaccine, but disaggregated into the effect of vaccine and the underlying dynamics as in Harboe et al.[@cit0025] Conversely, the continued prominence of serotype 19A in most of the data sets, even those with high penetration of PCV13-CRM, underscore the interim nature of this analysis---even in highly vaccinated populations, disappearance of vaccine and especially vaccine-related type disease can take several years.[@cit0008]

For future efforts to control pneumococcal disease, several lessons may be drawn. First, the design of new conjugate vaccines will need to incorporate a range of serotypes---no single serotype dominates the NVT field as 19A did in the post-PCV7-CRM era in some countries. The most prominent, to date, include 3, 6C, 8, 10A, 11A, 12F, 15A/B/C, 22F, 23A/B, 24F, 33F, 35B, but these data are mostly from Europe and the Americas, and it cannot be discounted that others are more important in other regions. Evidence of the difficulty in predicting what types will be important in the future is that several of the above (6C, 15A, 23A and B, 24F, 35B) were unknown or not considered to be sufficiently epidemiologically important to be worthy of inclusion in the 23-valent polysaccharide vaccine.[@cit0086] In addition, the finding that we did not detect robust evidence of different NVT populations in the countries introducing PCV13-CRM vs PHiD-CV-10 cannot be taken as evidence that vaccine-specific differences in the degree of NVT replacement, or in the most prominent NVT, will not emerge with longer surveillance with each vaccine.

Secondly, while it makes sense for prevention of disease in young children, to focus next generation conjugation efforts on the more virulent types (as defined by pediatric studies of carriage and disease), early signs are that this approach will not be sufficient for the elderly or immunocompromised populations, who have long appeared more susceptible to a wider variety of types. These considerations in turn point to the potential value of common antigen approaches for the long term prevention of pneumococcal disease.

From the perspectives of public health officials, clinicians, parents, and patients, the most important attribute of a pneumococcal conjugate vaccine program is the extent to which it decreases overall pneumococcal disease, not the identity of the specific serotypes that remain. Conjugate vaccination has been an astonishing success in terms of removing the targeted serotypes from the population, and has led to a net decrease in IPD and other pneumococcal diseases in young children (and in some adult populations) that in some cases has already been sustained for more than 15 years. Precise predictions, for an organism as diverse as the pneumococcus, are hard. But we can state with some confidence that replacement will likely be complete in carriage, and that we should focus on what this means for some of the vulnerable populations discussed here.

Regarding individual serotypes, we must distinguish between the natural oscillations in disease that have been shown to complicate the inference of replacement, and actually increasing replacement disease. We also predict that we will gain an improved grasp of the invasive potential of previously rare pneumococcal serotypes as they become more common. Finally, the net impact of the 2 higher valent PCVs, and whether they differ from one another in terms of the replacement they produce, remains to be rigorously assessed in the common years. All these considerations highlight the importance of maintaining and strengthening population-based surveillance programs. After all, PCV immunization is also an ongoing ecological experiment.
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[^1]: [Footnote:]{.ul} Only studies with at least 50 isolates, and only serotypes that represent at least 5% of all NVT. ^\*^ = associated with statistically significant increase; ^\*^ ^\*^ = highlighted as noteworthy increase, but no statistics provided

[^2]: [Footnote:]{.ul} Only studies with at least 50 isolates, and only serotypes that represent at least 5% of all NVT. ^\*^ = associated with statistically significant increase

[^3]: [Footnote:]{.ul} Only studies with at least 50 isolates, and only serotypes that represent at least 5% of all NVT. ^\*^ = associated with statistically significant increase; ^\*^ ^\*^ = highlighted as noteworthy increase, but no statistics provided; † = significant in \>65 y only

[^4]: [Footnote:]{.ul} Only studies with at least 50 isolates, and only serotypes that represent at least 5% of all NVT. ^\*^ = associated with statistically significant increase
